In this paper abelian function fields are restricted to the subfields of cyclotomic function fields. For any abelian function field K /k with conductor an irreducible polynomial over a finite field of odd characteristic, we give a calculating formula of the relative divisor class number h − K of K . And using the given calculating formula we obtain a criterion for checking whether or not the relative divisor class number is divisible by the characteristic of k. 
(here α ∈ k ac ). Now define the action of any polynomial f (T ) ∈ R on α ∈ k ac by α f (T ) = f (τ + σ )(α).
Via this action, k ac becomes an R-module, named Carlitz-module.
For any monic polynomial M = M(T ) ∈ R, put
Then Λ M is a submodule of k ac and there is an R-module isomorphism:
where λ is a generator of the cyclic module Λ M (i.e., a primitive M-torsion element).
Consider the function field generated by Λ M (the M-torsion elements of the Carlitz-module k ac )
over the rational function field k, that is
which is called a cyclotomic function field with conductor M. The Galois group of the cyclotomic function field L/k, denoted by G = Gal(L/k), is naturally isomorphism to (R/(M)) × :
. Thus usually we identify G and (R/(M)) × and write
then χ is said to be real; otherwise, χ is non-real. In this paper, we restrict an abelian function field to a subfield of a cyclotomic function field L = k(Λ M ) (see Ref. [2] ). In [5] , to calculate the relative divisor class numbers h − (k(Λ P )) of cyclotomic function fields with irreducible conductors, Rosen gave a formula using determinants. From the formula, he got an upper bound of the relative class number and obtained a criterion for determining whether or not the relative divisor class number is divisible by the characteristic. In [1] , Bae and Kang obtained the upper bound via different method and established a determinant formula computing the relative class
, Ma and Zhang gave an upper bound and a computing formula for any abelian function field with irreducible conductor. But, like in [1] , the calculating formulae are quite complicated because it is needed to get the inverses of the polynomials modulo the conductor. In this paper, we give a simpler calculating formula for the relative divisor class numbers of abelian function fields and study their divisibilities using the calculating formula.
In this paper, we always assume L = L(Λ P ), where M = P ∈ R is an irreducible polynomial of degree d 1. Thus the Galois group G = Gal(L/k) = (R/(P )) × is a cyclic group with order q d − 1. Let ω be a generator of G. 
is called the relative divisor class number of K , which is an integer. The following result is well-known for the relative divisor class number (e.g. see [2] ):
. Furthermore, assume r|m and denote c = m r
Consider the set of polynomials
Define the r × r matrix C as:
Fix a generator ψ of the character groupF × q . For t = 1, 2, . . . , c − 1, define the matrix
Here, the action of a character on the matrix C is via acting on every elements of C . We obtain the following formula for calculating the relative divisor class number. 
Assume that r|m. Then the relative divisor class number of K is the product of the determinants det S (t) , that is
From this calculating formula, we can get the following result about the divisibility of the class number: Theorem 2. Let K be the abelian function field defined in Theorem 1. Let 
are all the monic polynomials of degree less than 2. Thus we obtain the matrices 
Finally we get the relative divisor class number of K 12 :
det C = 1215, thus 5|h
are all the monic polynomials of degree less than 2. Thus we obtain the matrices
T + 6 2T + 6 3T + 6 4T + 6 5T + 6 6T + 6 
The relative divisor class number is then obtained. Applying the Dedekind determinant formula (see [3] ) we obtain 
